UNLEASH YOUR
POWER:
Accelerate Your Agency
with a Data Management Platform

A Guidebook for Agencies and Data-Driven Marketing Service Providers

Unleashing the Power of Data
THE ULTIMATE SUPERPOWER: THE ABILITY
Personalization. Mobility. Data on demand. Multi-screen experiences. Your agency
needs a new set of superpowers to fully take advantage of these transformative
opportunities and reimagine how you find, use, and leverage the data around you.

According to a recent Forbes study, 53%
of global senior executives rely on their
agencies to help meet digital marketing
objectives. To deliver the new, always-on
experiences that consumers are demanding,
you need to lead your clients through the
complexities of data and digital advertising
technology while unlocking results that will
create the most value for their brand and
their customers. To do this, you need the
ultimate superpower: A data management
platform (DMP) with the ability to manage
your customers’ data to create significant
return on investment.

Read on to learn how Adobe Audience
Manager empowers agencies, marketers, and
publishers to ingest, organize, and segment
customer data for optimal performance
across all marketing platforms. This guide will
help you:
• Understand how a DMP like Audience
Manager helps you tackle your clients’
data challenges

TO MANAGE CUSTOMER DATA TO CREATE
SIGNIFICANT RETURN ON INVESTMENT.

Amount that Senior Executives
Worldwide Rely on Others to Meet
Digital Marketing Objectives
Oct 2014

% of respondents

53%

35%

49%

48%

44%

42%

6%

10%

TECHNICAL PARTNERS

IN-HOUSE TEAMS

Rely somewhat

Not at all

• Learn what to look for when evaluating
your agency’s DMP needs
• Understand the business opportunities
Audience Manager can unlock for your
agency and your clients

13%
AGENCIES
Rely heavily

Note: numbers may not add up to 100% due to rounding
Source: Forbes Insights, “Data-Driven Insights Are Only Part of the
Journey: Today’s Best CMOs Take Action” in association with Rocket
Fuel and Spencer Stuart, Nov 20, 2014
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The Power of
Audience Manager
in the Advertising
Technology Stack
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Adobe Audience Manager powers the
ad stack to overcome today’s technology
barriers to media activation and deliver the
speed, accuracy, and personalization that
marketers — and customers — are looking
for. In fact, our natively integrated ad stack is
the most complete available, making you the
superman (or woman) of audience discovery,
activation, and targeted creative across paid
and owned channels. The stack also integrates

with your customer relationship management
(CRM), analytics, and brand channels,
enabling your data management capabilities
to become far more granular and cohesive.
Supporting hundreds of brands across
multiple industries around the globe, Adobe
Audience Manager can help revolutionize
the way you put data to work for you and
your clients.

Not All Audiences
are Created Equal
One of the greatest challenges for agencies
is that customer information is often, even
usually, fragmented across client databases,
CRM systems, and marketing platforms. Each
system has its own audience management
capabilities and in some cases, its own
segmentation tools. Your clients with
multiple databases and platforms—which is
probably all of them—are delivering many
different messages to their end customers,
each through an individual channel.
At the same time, each of these customers
may be using multiple devices. For example,
four individual contacts may be tracked as four
different users, fragmenting the data and leading
to inaccurate reporting. Even worse, more than
one person may be using the same device.
The result is Kryptonite. A scattered, siloed
series of messages that threatens to annoy
and frustrate the customer. With no single
view of the recipient, your clients are sending
out overlapping messages that create a
disconnected experience.
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What you need is a way to merge audience
profiles, combining all this dispersed
information into a single, anonymous,
360-degree view.
How do you do this? With a DMP.

Business Challenges:
• A disconnected customer journey
• Overspending on sub-optimal media
• Lower productivity for marketing teams
• Less personalized digital experience for
each customer
• Inconsistent brand messaging that
confuses (and annoys) audiences
• Lower customer satisfaction that can
impact sales
• Lack of trust in the brand

Be Your Client’s Hero with
Adobe Audience Manager
Audience Manager is Adobe’s Data
Management Platform solution, enabling
you to build unique audience profiles that
allow your clients to identify valuable
customer segments and use them across
any digital channel.

management system that works across most
advertising distribution platforms. Messages
become more personalized and efficiently
targeted than ever before. Audience Manager
lets your agency:

Unlike other DMPs, Audience Manager
helps bridge the worlds of advertising
technology and marketing technology
by making it easier, faster, and more costefficient to organize data from the Adobe
Marketing Cloud and beyond. By identifying,
quantifying, and optimizing high-value target
audiences, Audience Manager outputs highly
refined data that can be offered to advertisers
via an integrated, secure, privacy-friendly

• Share audiences across paid and
owned channels
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• Identify people uniformly

• Combine online and offline data
• Activate across channels and
across screens
• Unify the customer journey
• Deliver personalized messages

Dominate Client
Data Management
with Adobe
Most of today’s data management platforms
are based on simple information-gathering,
often through third-party cookies that
limit your clients to a desktop-only view.
Instead, Audience Manager looks at
customer identity across a wider footprint.
This solution is architected to handle any
form of identity — mobile ID, authenticated
ID, declared ID, and so on — to create a more
holistic profile for segmentation.
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Agencies leverage Audience Manager to
help clients manage their audience activation
strategy to:
• Reach and target high-value audiences
across digital media properties
• Support the customer journey with
consistent messages across paid and
owned channels and screens
• Create look-alike models using algorithms
that let the agency identify more new
prospects based on similar characteristics
or behaviors with existing target segments
• Create new revenue streams by selling
high-value audiences to strategic partners
through a private marketplace

CASE STUDY: ADOBE AUDIENCE
MANAGER AT TIME WARNER CABLE
To drive sales, Time Warner Cable
(TWC) set the goal of personalizing
every experience based on insight
into behaviors and preferences.
Using Adobe Audience Manager,
TWC integrated and used visitor data
sources from Adobe Analytics, its CRM
database, and third-party consumer
data to create individual profiles.
Personalization-driven advertising
based on these profiles resulted in
$1.4 million in new sales, with a
49% increase in primary services
sales and a 20% improvement on new
customer conversion.

Achieving a 360° Profile from Data
CASE STUDY: ADOBE AUDIENCE MANAGER
AT A MAJOR CREDIT CARD COMPANY
A major credit company struggled
with customer outreach due to siloed
resources to deliver analytics and
manage audiences. The company used
Adobe Audience Manager to standardize
on a single digital marketing platform
that optimizes use of channel, customer,
and sales data to improve how it
engaged with customers and targeted
offers. Today, managers can eliminate
redundant spend across channels, boost
impressions, better integrate secondparty data and gain a richer view of
customers across touch points.

To make optimal use of your clients’ data
resources, you need the ability to manage
different levels of information ranging from
the data gathered directly from customers
to data purchased from third parties. Adobe
Audience Manager helps you to organize
one or more levels of data to define or refine
your audiences.
First-party data is the data your client
owns—and it is the most valuable. Clients
also usually have a lot of it—or sometimes,
not enough! First-party data includes
analytics, customer relationship management
data, offline and online data, point of sale,
social media information... you name it. This
data is (relatively) free and very powerful,
but can’t be activated successfully without
being segmented properly. Managing and
aggregating this type of information is a
critical aspect of your clients’ programs.
Based on this data, you can create unified
profiles and high value audiences from a set
of disparate data sources.

Second-party data is the first-party data
collected by your clients’ partners and
shared in approved use cases. For example,
let’s say an airline is partnering with a hotel
property. Both businesses will benefit from
cross-property messaging through their
partner program. This presents a business
opportunity for your agency, as you facilitate
these partnerships and manage high-value
audiences on their behalf.
Third-party data is the information you
may buy or find online or offline. It is not
owned either by your clients, your partners,
or their partners. This data is purchased to
augment your client’s data — for example,
demographic, behavioral — or vertical
information. Third-party data can also be
obtained through a marketplace, which we’ll
talk about later in the guidebook.
Note: Activating third-party data can be tricky in some channels.
It is important to use a feature such as Data Export Controls to
make sure the right data gets to the right destination.

X-Ray Vision: Audience Manager
for Multi-Screen Profiles
One of the biggest challenges agencies and
marketers face in defining their audiences
is that the majority of customers use more
than one device: a smartphone, plus a laptop
or tablet, plus a desktop system. Even more
complicated is the fact that, in family situations,
more than one person may be using the same
device. Publishers and advertisers need to
match devices back to a single individual or
household, to ensure maximum relevancy. As
such cross-screen, cross-device identification
and targeting is key to defining true and
meaningful customer journeys.
Designed to track multi-faceted customer
identities across devices and channels,
Audience Manager performs cross-device
identification that merges profiles across
devices and household to create more
accurate profiles.
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It does this through two types of analyses:
• Deterministic: The customer’s identity
is determined and a profile is created by
linking together the login with specific
devices (i.e., Device 1, 2, or 3).
• Probabilistic: The customer’s identity is
determined by linking together the login
and applying a formula to determine the
most likely devices being used.
The results of these two methodologies are
combined to provide the most accurate
profile based on available data. In this way,
the profile can be unified across multiple
devices based on an analysis of each user’s
behavior. Or, alternatively, you can create a
profile of several different people on a single
shared device.

CASE STUDY: ADOBE AUDIENCE MANAGER
IN A GLOBAL PUBLISHING HOUSE
One of the world’s largest publishing
houses was looking for a new data
capture and management platform to
improve digital marketing research and
better monetize ad sales across brands.
With Adobe Audience Manager, the
company refined audience personas
using digital analytics and surveys to
see how each segment interacted with
offline and online experiences. They
also worked with outside marketers
and publishers to share user profile data
to support digital marketing strategies.

The New Data Economy—
Powered by Audience Marketplace
Another way for agencies and marketers
to leverage the value of their data is to
participate in an exchange for first-, second-,
and third-party data. Audience Marketplace,
a feature within Adobe Audience Manager,
offers a brokerage for high-value audiences
that can be activated for cross-channel
digital campaigns. It provides the controls
and information that allows companies to
buy and sell data assets in a trusted and
transparent environment.

CROSS PIXEL IS EXCITED TO BE ONE OF THE
DATA PARTNERS IN AUDIENCE MARKETPLACE.
THIS NEXT GEN PLATFORM HAS BEEN
DEVELOPED TO GIVE CLIENTS THE FLEXIBILITY
AND VARIETY OF PRICING MODELS TO ENSURE
DATA CAMPAIGN SUCCESS.
- Jeffrey Weitman, SVP Business Development
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With Audience Marketplace, agencies can:
• Monetize data: Create new revenue
streams on owned and operated data assets
• Have complete access and control of
owned and operated data assets: Each
user decides which strategic partners to
work with
• Achieve unique customer insights:
Acquire unique consumer data and insights
from strategic partners
• Leverage flexible pricing models that
allow data sellers to mix and match use
cases and buyers to buy as they go, or
just “window shop”

TRANSUNION IS PLEASED TO BE PARTICIPATING
AS A DATA PROVIDER IN AUDIENCE
MARKETPLACE. UNIFIED ACCESS TO TU
DIGITAL’S SMALL BUSINESS AUDIENCE DATA
ACROSS THE ADOBE MARKETING CLOUD
REPRESENTS AN IMPORTANT ADVANCEMENT
FOR B2B MARKETERS.
- Jeff Minich, VP of Partner Products, TU Digital

ADOBE’S FACILITATION OF 2ND PARTY DATA
TRANSACTIONS VALIDATES THIS FORM OF
DATA COLLECTIONS AND WHEN COMBINED
WITH THE RICHNESS OF OUR 3RD PARTY DATA,
MARKETERS NOW HAVE A CUTTING-EDGE
PLATFORM TO SEGMENT AND TARGET A TRULY
PERSONALIZED MESSAGE, ACROSS CHANNELS
AND DEVICES.
- Michael Bird, General Manager, Dun & Bradstreet

Agency-Client
Journey

Meet Tom, your new client for a rapidly
expanding online consumer electronics store,
XYZConnects. XYZ has set the goal of beating
larger online players by providing deeply
discounted consumer mobile networking. So far,
the company is exceeding expectations.
But because of its growth and two recent
acquisitions, XYZ’s data is a mess. Information
is scattered across three customer relationship
management systems. Other business units
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have been relying on fragmented systems
from multiple third-party agencies to manage
audiences. With limited collaboration and
isolated data sets, this expanding company needs
to standardize on a single digital marketing
platform. Tom also wants to see how he can gain
a better understanding of his customers, target
them more effectively, and uncover new revenue
streams in the process.

from across all these sources, identifying the
most valuable segments. In this case, Tom is able
to identify a high-value audience of people who:

Tom turns to you, his agency, to sort out the
tangle. You solve his problems with Adobe
Audience Manager, the industry’s first data
management platform that consolidates
audience information from all available sources.

• Have joined one of their three loyalty programs

First, working closely with Tom, you start by
analyzing XYZ’s first-party data – their three
legacy CRM systems and website data – to better
understand these groups of similar, but not
identical, customers. Audience Manager allows
you to quickly and easily build audience profiles

• Frequently visit the website to look at and
review products and services
• Make at least one purchase every four months
and are considered to be “Converts”
• Use one of four major credit cards

Your agency can now start to complete the
audience picture by gathering second-party
data from XYZ’s partners, such as online game
providers. These partners provide lists of fan
club members and regular game participants,
with any personal data automatically hashed.
Now, you can build audiences that consist of
mobile gamers who play at least three times a
week and show a great propensity to engage
with XYZ.

WHY THIS WORKED:
Your agency is golden with Tom and
XYZConnects because:
Then, you review lists of aggregated third-party
data purchased from sources such as Bizo,
Exelate, or Acxiom, filtering each data source on:
• Demographic data
• Spend-pattern data
• Geographic data
To expand your audiences still further, you
create look-alike models using algorithms that
identify more new prospects based on similar
characteristics or shopping behaviors. In this
way, you gain:
• Prospects with similar conversion rate
patterns, but not yet in loyalty programs
• Loyalty program members who use a
different form of payment
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Based on all this information, your agency is
able to create a multi-channel ad campaign with
a new series of personalized, targeted content
and offers. Response is excellent, with a 31%
conversion rate. To increase performance even
further, you use key features of Audience Manager
such as frequency and recency capping to turn off
segment syndication ads when the audience is
unresponsive, eliminating wasteful impressions.
Tom also expresses interest in monetizing this
new data. To accomplish this, you access Adobe
Audience Marketplace, a revolutionary new
marketplace that enables sellers to offer highvalue audiences on one easy, flexible platform
– second and third-party data purchases become
plug-and-play. This innovative solution allows
Tom to reinvent the way he discovers, builds and
optimizes his audiences. It also provides another
revenue stream for Tom’s company to help fund
other advertising activities.

• You created an excellent, highly convertible
audience group, demonstrating the value of
aggregating their data for a better experience
with their brand
• You analyzed this high-value audience and
used look-alike modeling to expand the
prospect base with new audiences based on
similar characteristics
• You helped connect the touch points across
the customer journey
• Your client was able to efficiently and costeffectively create personalized offers for
exactly the right audiences
• You were able to provide tight, accurate
reporting to showcase exactly what gains
were made
• And finally, you were able to unlock
new revenue opportunities on your highvalue audience

More Business
Value for Your
Agency

Adobe Audience Manager enables richer, more comprehensive views of each customer, data
sharing across channels, and monetization of high-value audiences, providing an unmatched
level of business value to your data ecosystem. Together with the media activation and targeted
creative capabilities, the Adobe ad stack can help unlock many new and enhanced services
opportunities for your agency.

SAMPLE AGENCY SERVICES
1

• Insights-based campaign and
program planning

1
Account Planning

• Marketing program integrations

Strategy

5

• Experience extension through
customer journey

Creative Strategy
Creative Development

ACCOUNT PLANNING AND STRATEGY

2

DATA MANAGEMENT AND
AUDIENCE DISCOVERY
• Identification of right audience
• Data enrichment
• Audience profile development

3

STRATEGY AND ANALYTICS
• Learning agenda development
• Real-time reporting

4

2

Media Planning
Media Buying

• Campaign, channel, and audience
optimization

3
Strategy &
Analytics

Data Management

4

MEDIA PLANNING AND BUYING
• Activation/media partner identification
and qualification

Audience Discovery

5

CREATIVE STRATEGY AND DEVELOPMENT
• Data-validated insights to inspire creative
• Personalization-driven creative

Audience
Media
Manager Optimizer

Target

Primetime Analytics
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• Dynamic creative ensuring the
right message

Why Adobe Audience Manager is Your
Agency’s Superpower
1. Provides built-in Data Export Controls to
help safeguard data and self-regulate where
it goes, leading to consumer trust and new
cross-channel marketing opportunities

6. Connects the key moments of the
customer journey to develop and track
rich customer identities across devices
and channels

2. Offers Addressable Markets feature that
lets you see match rates before activating
an audience with a server-to-server DSP,
ensuring your data stays actionable

7. Provides ability to easily submit profiles
to any content delivery platform,
including demand side platforms, content
management systems, and ad servers

3. Doesn’t ingest personally identifiable data
(PII) at any time – providing targeting with
relevance, not creepiness

8. Helps create relevant and personalized
experiences across all channels, display
media, and search

4. Gives you best of breed, innovative
features for segmentation and activation

9. Offers server-to-server integrations with
Adobe Marketing Cloud solutions and
our partners—no pixel firing

5. Improves engagement and conversion
by targeting the right audiences at the
right time, resulting in measurable lift for
your clients
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10. Adobe doesn’t sell data, and so creates
no conflict of interest with your agency

A New Level of
Leadership with
Adobe
Adobe has created an array of powerful
capabilities that connect marketing
technology and advertising technology,
making your agency the true orchestrators
of a personalized conversation while
introducing efficiencies that increase time
savings and decrease costs. With more than
30 years of experience in the advertising
and marketing space, Adobe provides all
the capabilities you need to take customer
engagement to the next level:
• Understand your client’s high value
audiences: Once data is ingested and
organized into key traits, marketers can
turn these traits into segments, also known
as audiences.
• Create new segments: As you become a
trusted advisor for managing your client’s
campaigns through audience power,
focus on creating and discovering new,
valuable segments.
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• Advertise effectively: Make your ad
campaigns more productive by targeting
specific segments on any platform
• Secure audience data: Audiences are
offered to advertisers via an integrated,
privacy-friendly management system
• Reach across platforms: Audience
Manager works across all advertising
distribution platforms
Read The Forrester Wave™: Data Management
Platforms, Q4 2015 (bit.ly/AgencyDMP)
report to find out why Adobe Audience
Manager was named a leader, as it was in 2013.

For more information, please contact your
Adobe Partner Sales or Global Account
Manager, or email spphelp@adobe.com.

Audience Manager is one of eight solutions in the Adobe Marketing Cloud:
THE ADOBE MARKETING CLOUD
Adobe Audience Manager and the
advertising technologies referenced
in this guidebook are all part of
the Adobe Marketing Cloud, an
integrated digital marketing platform
that provides an unmatched,
comprehensive set of solutions for
your digital marketing needs.

Adobe Analytics
Get real-time analytics across online and offline channels to continuously
improve marketing performance
Adobe Experience Manager
Organize, manage, and deliver creative assets and other content across
digital marketing channels
Adobe Campaign
Plan and execute orchestrated campaigns across all channels
Adobe Target
Test and target digital experiences to maximize business results
Adobe Media Optimizer
Manage, forecast, and optimize your media mix to deliver peak return on
client investment
Adobe Social
Manage client social marketing with a comprehensive platform for social
listening, publishing, and analytics
Adobe Primetime
Engage viewers across devices and deliver targeted ads independent of
platform or device
Adobe Audience Manager
Ingest, organize, and manage first-, second-, and third-party data to create
a true 360o view of consumer profile, build meaningful audiences, and
support marketing activities throughout the customer journey

Audience Manager Key Features and Benefits
FEATURE

WHAT IS IT?

BENEFIT

Addressable Audiences

View match rates on key destinations

Access to highly targeted audiences with highest
propensity to engage / convert

Adobe Marketing Cloud Integration

Server-to-server integrations with Adobe Analytics,
Adobe Target, Adobe Primetime, and Adobe
Experience Manager

A truly integrated solution with best-of-breed
marketing technology

Advanced Analytics

Additional first-party data solutions with
Adobe Analytics

Real-time analytics across online and offline
channels

Audience Marketplace

A private and secure marketplace where
advertisers can buy and sell audiences

Remove the hassles of buying and selling secondand third-party data – focus on marketing

Audience Segmentation
and Activation

With over 100 partners, customers can activate
audience platforms based on their own marketing
stack — and beyond the marketing cloud

Activate high value audiences within the Adobe
Marketing Cloud and beyond

Cross-Device Identification

Merge profiles across devices and household
through deterministic and probabilistic identification

More accurate understanding of customers using
multiple devices or in mixed environments

Data Export Controls

Feature integrated with Adobe Campaign
to prevent marketers from sending data to
destinations that violate data privacy or
use agreements

Confidence in knowing your campaign and data are
compliant with privacy policies and data is secure
and truly manage campaigns across channels

Data Ingestion

Ingests data from every imaginable source —
online; offline; CRM; first-, second-, third-party;
log files; call center; point of sale; and more

360o view of a customer profile

DSP and DMP Solution with Audience
Manager and Media Optimizer

Manage, forecast, and optimize your media mix

Peak return on client investment

Frequency and Recency Settings

Finetune segments based on behavior

Target, prospect, and qualify audiences based
on behavior

Look-Alike Modeling

Advanced algorithms to match existing data with
data from third-party sources

Extend audiences, reach, and inventory
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Glossary of Related Terms
Ad Exchange: A digital marketplace for advertisers and publishers to
buy and sell inventory, often through real-time auctions

Overlay: An ad unit that displays over the web page content when first
initiated

Ad Network: A company that deals with advertisers and publishers to
manually buy and sell ads across the web

Pixel: A piece of code placed on a website so companies can recognize
which cookies have already been dropped on the user’s browser

Ad Server: A company whose technology relays an ad purchase to a
website and reports on how it performed

Pre-roll Ad: A form of online video advertising where the ad is played
before the intended content

Behavioral Targeting: Showing ads to people based on the types of sites
they visit

Programmatic Direct: An ad purchase directly between a publisher and
advertiser through automated ad-buying systems

Companion Ads: Ad placements intended to appear on a page in
conjunction with a pre-roll advertisement

Programmatic RTB (Real-time Bidding): Buying digital media through
an ad exchange where inventory is secured on a bid for impression
basis

Deal ID: A piece of code containing the agreed-upon terms
(negotiated pricing, for example) between an advertiser and publisher
that allows the advertiser to access the publisher’s inventory

Programmatic Non-Reserved: An automated ad purchase, like an open
auction

Demand-Side Platform (DSP): A platform for media buyers to
purchase ad placements, typically via bids in real-time auctions.

Retargeting: Showing an ad to a person who visited your site while that
person is visiting another site

First-Party Data: Data that a company has collected directly, i.e., a
retailer’s list of loyalty members

Second-Party Data: The first-party data collected by your and your
clients’ partners

Geotargeting: Showing ads to people based on their mobile device’s
location, whether by zip code or GPS coordinates

Supply-Side Platform (SSP): An adtech company that works with
publishers to help sell inventory

Hashing: A way for separate companies to match data sets without
accessing the other’s data

Third-Party Data: Independently obtained information you may buy or
find online or offline

In-Stream: An ad that appears within a piece of content, a YouTube
video or tweet

USP (Unique Selling Proposition): A unique message that sets a product
or service apart from its competitors

Impression: The appearance of an ad on a web page, whether it is
clicked on or not

Viewability: A new standard for the impression, measuring an ad to
make sure that at least half of it appears for at least two seconds

IO (Insertion Order): The order or contract drawn up by the seller for a
digital purchase

VTR (View-Through Rate): The measurement of how many people saw
an ad and eventually visited the advertiser’s site
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